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The Local Conservation Laws of the Nonlinear Schr8dinger Equation

Chapter 1

Introduction

Differential equations form an interface between mathematical theory and concrete

application. This introduction provides examples of differential equations and their applica-

tions. The nonlinear SchrOdinger equation is introduced, along with background information

and a review of the literature.

1.1 PDEs and Applications

Partial differential equations (PDEs, henceforth) are systems of equations relating

partial derivatives of functions. A solution of a PDE is a function satisfying the system of

equations and any other specified requirements such as boundary conditions, differentiability

and so on. Given a system of differential equations, two main questions are the existence and

uniqueness of solutions. For ordinary differential equations, where only one independent

variable is involved, many techniques are available, both analytical and numerical, and the

theory is quite satisfactory. For general situations involving partial derivatives, the results
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are much less comprehensive.

Differential equations arising as models are of primary importance, as these em-

body an element of truth. Such equations provide a means of quantifying a phenomenon,

and give insight into the underlying situation. It can be argued that a model's merit hinges

on its usefulness. Both ordinary and partial differential equations model a wide range of

applications. Ordinary differential equations have their place in vibrations and electric-

ity. For PDEs, the one-dimensional heat equation models heat flow [17] and is useful for

many diffusion problems, including stock-option pricing, via the Black-Scholes model [7].

The wave equation models such phenomena as vibrations of strings, membranes, and water

waves in a variety of contexts and dimensions [16]. One of the most well-known systems of

differential equations is the system of Navier-Stokes equations [16], which are regularly used

in aircraft design and nautical engineering, among other applications. Many special cases

of the Navier-Stokes system have been resolved but finding a general solution remains one

of the most significant open problems in mathematics, with a million dollar prize attached.

1.2 The Geometric Viewpoint

Geometry unlocks the secrets of PDEs. Solutions to a differential equation may

be viewed as an abstract surface and the invariants of this surface will indicate properties

of the PDEs.

Symmetries of PDEs are transformations which take solutions to solutions; a pre-

cise definition is given in Chapter 3. Symmetries may be continuous, such as translations

and rotations, or discrete, such as a reflection. The use of symmetry methods to examine
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and solve ordinary differential equations (ODEs) dates back to Sophus Lie, who developed

a theory concerning the local group of infinitesimal symmetries of solutions to a given ODE

[25]. This theory parallels Galois theory for polynomials. It is no exaggeration that Lie

theory unifies all basic techniques for solving ODEs. The Lie theory of ODEs and the Galois

theory of polynomials represent a profound approach to problem solving by considering the

symmetries of the solutions as a way to find them. While no appropriate analogue has been

found for partial differential equations, Lie symmetry methods are powerful in characterizing

the nature of certain systems, often leading to explicit solutions. Symmetries can often

suggest a change of variable. Given a known solution, symmetries will generate more

solutions, possibly infinitely many. In the case of the heat equation, a Lie symmetry

produces the heat kernel, an integral function used to construct solutions to boundary

value problems [251.

Conservation laws are fundamental to understanding any physical model. Con-

servation laws provide constraints on solutions, giving information on long-term behavior

and forming the building blocks of further models; a formal definition appears in Chapter 4.

The importance of knowing the conservation laws of a given system cannot be overstated,

Well-known examples are the conservation of energy and the conservation of angular mo-

mentum Determining conservation laws possessed by solutions to given models is an

important step in the analysis of the model. Given a system whose solutions are preserved

by rotations, it is not difficult to believe that this property is related to a statement about

angular momentum

Noether's theorem exhibits the relationship between symmetries and conservation
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laws for certain systems of PDEs [25], giving a means of identifying conservation laws for

such systems. Many physically meaningful systems, such as the heat equation, do not

satisfy the hypotheses of Noether's Theorem, making a connection between symmetries and

conserved quantities difficult to establish in general. A full understanding of conservation

laws and the symmetry structure of a given system of differential equations is a big step

toward a full understanding of the phenomenon it models.

There is a class of PDEs that stand out from the rest. A nonlinear system of

PDEs is integrable if it is solvable by the so-called inverse scattering method (see [3]).

Many integrable systems share several remarkable traits, such as the existence of soliton

solutions, possession of a Backlund transformation, a recursion operator, an infinite number

of conservation laws and a Hamiltonian formulation [3, 15, 37]. Soliton solutions are solitary

wave packets that are largely resistant to distortion from collision degradation and age

[2]. Backlund transformations are symmetries of a PDE which are not continuous Lie

symmetries [18]. Such transformations are often found by inspection. A recursion operator

is a differential operator which takes symmetries to other symmetries and can be used to

generate a sequence of conservation laws [25]. The Pain leve property for PDEs, which

hypothesizes that solutions can be expressed as Laurent series, has been proposed as a test

of integrability [37]. Integrable systems are the focus of much research and application.

Many integrable systems are physically significant. The Korteweg-deVries equa-

tion describes long waves in shallow water and is one of the most studied integrable equations

[4]. It arises in connection with the Maurer-Cartan form on the Lie group SL2(R), the spe-

cial linear group of two-by-two matrices [11] and as the Euler equation for the Virasoro-Bott
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group of g1diffeomorphisms [29]. The Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation models shallow

water waves in two dimensions and is a higher-dimensional analogue of the Korteweg-deVries

equation [3]. The self-dual Yang-Mills equation describes the weak interaction of particles

[4]. There is speculation that the self-dual Yang-Mills equations act as a source system,

from which all other integrable systems arise via symmetry reduction [4], a claim with

intriguing physical ramifications.

1.2 The NLS

The nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLS) is a well-known partial differential equa-

tion with widespread applications. The NLS appears in many forms, such as a coupled

system [28], a vector version [30] and a nonlocal version involving integral terms [26]. The

form used by Faddeev and Takhtajan [15], which will be used here, is

= -q.. + 2x 1q12 q, (1.1)

where x E and q is a complex-valued probability density function. Equation (1.1) is

known as the quantum NLS or cubic (1+1)-dimensional NLS.

The NLS is a cornerstone of quantum theory, modeling the interaction of an inde-

terminate number of particles. Originally constructed to give probability density functions

for electron energy levels [6], its influence is now felt in many areas. The NLS models the

general slow modulation of gravity waves on water layers of uniform depth [19] and leads to

a successful three-dimensional model [13]. A two-dimensional form of the NLS describes

the complex amplitude of wave trains in elastic solids [11]. It is enormously successful in

nonlinear optic theory where it describes the propagation of a pulse envelope in a monomode
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optical fiber [9] and it acts as a model of self-focusing waves [38].

The NLS is known to be integrable and to possess soliton solutions [9, 20], several

of which are computed in [11, 14, 21, 38]. An explicit example is the function //)(t, x) where

eikx+i(k2-2)t
Y)(t, sech(x y 2kyt) 17 (1.2)

where y, k and y are each constants. The soliton solution ]/P(t, x) is a solution of the NLS in

the form iqt = qxx + 2aqq* q for a = ±1 where q = 0(t, x) [21]. A Backlund transformation

for the NLS is given by

2(A A*)q*
+ 2 kqq*

(1.3)

where cp is solution of the NLS in the form iwt = 40xx + ky*w2 and q is obtained from the

equations

1 2
qx Icsoq + Aq)

1 2 * i 2=
2

lccoxq ± cox ikwcp* q
2

Akwq °kw* + tiA2q

(1.4)

(1.5)

where A is a complex constant and k is a real constant [12, 14]. The NLS has a nonlocal

recursion operator (5.31), derived in [4] and used in [21, 22, 23]. The Hamiltonian, another

integrability trait, is an observable corresponding to the energy integral for solutions of a

system and is discussed for the NLS in [8, 14, 15, 26, 32]. The NLS is related to a loop

algebra of the Kac-Moody type [29], and is a member of the AKNS hierarchy, which is dealt

with in [2, 32], and is solvable by the inverse scattering method [8, 15, 38].

Ablowitz, Nixon, Horikis and Prantzeskalds make use of the conservation of en-

ergy and momentum of the NLS to investigate perturbations of dark solitons [1]. The

conservation of charge, the number of particles and momentum for the NLS are discussed
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by Watanabe, Yajima and Miyakawa [36], among others. A conservation law corresponding

to a boost into a moving coordinate frame is given in [24, 30, 36]. Both [14] and [30] look

at generalized conservation laws of the NLS. Sequences of conservation laws for the NLS

are given in [14, 15, 21, 27, 38]. Specifically, Faddeev and Takhtajan derive the conserved

densities

where

-Pn = qwn

tom = i89,ton--1+ xq
-2

k=1

(1.6)

11)k Wri,-/-k (1.7)

and w1 = q, giving an infinite sequence of conservation laws for (1.1) [15]. Ablowitz and

Segur [31] show that this sequence may be written in terms of an asymptotic solution.

Pritula and Vekslerchik [27] exhibit a generating function for conserved densities.

1.3 Main Result

The question of completeness of the known conservation laws for the NLS was

posed by Terng, after working on the NLS [32], and by Pohjanpelto, after working on clas-

sifying conservation laws [5]. The main result of this dissertation proves the completeness

of the known list of local conservation laws of the NLS by proving the following theorem.

Theorem 1 The sequence (1.6) together with Pile tiqZq forms a complete list of con-

served densities of local conservation laws of the NLS.

Chapter 2 provides the framework for the geometry of PDEs, including definitions,

examples and a technical lemma. Chapter 3 defines symmetries of PDEs, states the method
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of computation and discusses examples. A proposition giving the geometric symmetries of

the NLS is also proven in Chapter 3. Conservation laws are defined and examined through

examples in Chapter 4. A proposition stating the low-order conservation laws of the NLS

is proven in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 contains the main result of this dissertation. Theorem 6

and Corollary 7 in Chapter 5 derive the form of characteristics that depend only on spatial

derivatives of order three and higher. The recursion operator of the NLS and the known

geometric symmetries are used to generate a sequence of characteristics of conservation

laws of the NLS, which is compared to the conservation laws given by (1.6). A theorem of

Olver, stating that nontrivial conservation laws and nontrivial characteristics are in bijective

correspondence for systems of PDEs satisfying mild regularity conditions, is invoked [25j.

Appendix B proves that the NLS satisfy the hypotheses of Olver's theorem. This establishes

Theorem 1. Sequences appearing in the literature are examined in Appendix A. Chapter 6

summarizes the results of this dissertation, outlines further steps in the analysis of the NLS,

and proposes similar questions for a (2+1)-dimensional system derived from the NLS.
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Chapter 2

Visualizing PDEs

The principle behind symmetry analysis of PDEs is to consider the set of solutions

to a PDE as a geometric object, temporarily setting aside boundary and initial conditions.

2.1 Geometric Structure

The following material is based on Giver [25]. Consider a system of PDEs involving

two independent variables, t and x, and p dependent variables, u= up). Let X = R2

be the domain of the independent variables and U = KP where K = R or C be the domain

of dependent variables. A solution of a system of PDEs is a smooth function f : X > U,

that satisfies the system of PDEs. Given a solution f (t, x) of a system of PDEs, the graph

of gt, x) is defined to be

f {(t,x,u) : u = f(t,x)} c X x U. (2.1)

For a K-valued function f (t, x), there are (lr) different possible kth-order partial

derivatives of f. If f : X > K P, then there are per) different values needed to represent
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all kth-order partial derivatives of f at the point (t, x). A multi-index of order it is

an n-tuple I = (1.1, ..., in) where each it is either zero or one, indicating a time or space

derivatives, as in Off(t, x) = ao.,o,o)f (t, x) = 603 , where I = (1,0,0). Subscripts of

dependent variables denote partial derivatives and the notation un = 01:f will be used for

spatial derivatives when it > 1, Let d = p(11,1 and let 14 = Kd with coordinates 217,

where I is of order k, represent the possible values of the kth-order partial derivatives of

f(t, x). Set U(n) = U x U1 x x Ur, to be the Cartesian product space whose coordinates

represent the values of all partial derivatives of order up to, and including, it of f at (t,x).

Observe that On) = Km where m = p(2r). A point in U(n) is denoted u(n) and has

in different components u7 where a = 1, ..,, p and I runs over all multi-indices of order k

where 0 < k < n. Given a smooth function f : X 4, U, there is an induced function

prnf : X + U(n) which is the vector of all partial derivatives of f, up to and including

nth-order. The space X x On) is the nth -order jet space of X x U and is denoted ,71:,

[25, 34]. The subscripts indicate the partial derivatives appearing in UM.

Let F(,77.) be the space of smooth functions on jtri,,, called differential functions.

Subscripts preceded by a comma will denote partial derivatives of differential functions.

Recall that partial derivatives such as u2 and ut are, themselves, treated as variables and

no comma will be used. Numeric subscripts such as un refer exclusively to x-derivatives.

An nth-order system of PDEs consisting of 1 equations is a smooth map A: Jin,x >

Kt. Often, the maps A will allow for all t-derivatives to be rewritten in terms involving

only x-derivatives and 711 will denote the restriction of Jtna to the subspace containing only

x-derivatives. The restriction of gin,, to ,7" induces a map 2:5,:J: Kt.
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The Jacobian matrix of a system of PDEs A is the matrix J(A) whose kth-row

is
(8Ak OAk OAk 1 for 0 < k < 1 and where Z = (i1,..., im) is a multi-index. If the matrixat ax awl

J(A) is of maximal rank on some open subset of Jtri,x, then the system A is said to be of

maximal rank. The Implicit Function Theorem shows that if J(A) is of maximal rank,

then locally, A defines a surface in the space ..7t7tx. Define SA = {(t,x,u(n)) such that

A(t, x,u(m)) = 0 }. The elements of this set are graphs in t7t7x. If f (t, x) is a solution of

A, then A(t, x, pelf ) C SA. The object SA is an example of a differential variety [34].

The heat equation is an example of a PDE whose solution is a real-valued function

f (t, x), representing the value of temperature at a point (t, x), specifying time and position,

that satisfies the equation ut = un where u = f (t, x). To interpret the solution set of the

heat equation as a surface, define a differential function

Aheat(t, X U(2)) = Ut Uxx- (2.2)

Let SAheat = {(t, x, u(2)) such that Aheat(t, x, u(2)) = 0 }. The graph Inf is contained

in &heat if f (t, x) is a solution of the heat equation. The function et sin x solves

Aheat(t, x, IL(2)) = 0 and thus, (t, x, (et sin x)(2)) E Sanest.

The Jacobian matrix of the heat equation is

J(Aheat) = aAheot 8Aheat aaheat ailheo t meet
at ax au Out SBuntDna

aa,xeat aAheca (2.3)
Out,. auym

= 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 )

which is rank one everywhere. By the Implicit Function Theorem, the function Aheat

defines a surface in 32,.

The wave equation is a PDE whose solution is a real-valued function f(t, x) rep-

resenting, for instance, the displacement of a vibrating string that satisfies the equation

(2.4)



uxx where u = f (t, x). A surface may be defined by

Liwave(t X, U(2)) = Utt Uxx

12

(2.5)

as with the heat equation. In addition, the wave equation wave an also be expressed as

a pair of equations by introducing a second dependent variable v and rewriting the wave

equation as follows

tXwave(t, x, 0), v(1
Ut Vx

)) =.
Vt Ux

(2.6)

where the second-order equation (2.5) is obtained by requiring partial derivatives to com-

mute. Equation (2.6) is more general than (2.5), as solutions need only be once differen-

tiable. A solution to (2.5) is sin(t-x) which means rsin(t-s) C &wave. Also, Cy) csin((xtrt)))

solves (2.6).

The Jacobian matrix of (2.6) is

and aad. and as and and and aAlau rit
(2.7)J(Awaye) = (

at ay aut ay

aA2 aa2 a& a& a& a& a& M2
7h- ax au at) au* ath aux avr

0 0 0 0 I 0 0 -1(
(2.8)

0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0

This matrix is of rank 2 everywhere. Hence, the function Away, defines a surface in 34.

The nonlinear Schrodinger equation was given in (1.1). Let U = C2 with coordi-

nates q and q*. For reasons of analyticity, the NLS is viewed as

COWLS/

(2x(qtq +
VINL,51 2xq2q. qxx - iqt ) (2.9)

where the conjugate q* is treated as a second dependent variable. The nonlinearity of

the NLS makes finding solutions more challenging. However, solutions with only one
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independent variable can be sought. For example, the function e-2Xit is easily seen to be a

solution of equation (1.1). Hence, (t, x, pr2e-2xit E ,da,Nzs,pr2e2xit1 c The Jacobian matrix

for the NLS is

J
(41,$)
aorrs,/

3ANLS aACts aZNis DANLS aAvis CANOS °Avts OA 1,5
\

at ax aot ago; Oqi eq; agatx

aANLA aArvts aaa v Ls (.9Aoris aato I s aANLs (maws paha Ls
at ax aqt 0q,, aqi Mg Oqz °cgs j

(2.10)

0 0 2X(q12 OW9' 0 i 0 -1
(2.11)

0 0 4xeq 2xq2 -i 0 -1 0

where only the nonzero columns for the second-order partial derivative terms are given.

The matrix J(
ANmLS

s) is of rank 2 everywhere. Hence, (AAN*Nitsg) defines a surface in ir2,x.

2.2 Operators

Total derivatives on 1*(4x) are differential operators that generalize the chain

rule. Let U = C2. Given P e .F(.74), the total derivative of P with respect to time is

DtP = P,t+ P,eit P,qs + + P,q.gra + P,gon*t.

The total derivative of P with respect to x is similar:

DxP = P,x P,qqx Pq* + + P,qnqn+i + P,q",%* +1.

The following lemma is an application of the total derivative.

(2.12)

(2.13)

Lemma 2 Let 3zix = R2 x (C2)*. Suppose P E FLIT). If D5P = 0, then P = f (t),

that is, P is only a function of t. Further, if DxP = g(t)F(q, q *) for some non-constant

function F(q, q *) E .F(J°x), then D5P = 0 and g(t) = 0.
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Proof. The idea is to begin with the highest-order terms and work downward. If

P E .F(J:), then P depends on t, x, q(n), q*(n) . Since the (in and q; are all independent in

Jr, if D x P = 0, then equation (2.13) gives P,gt = 0 and P ,grt = 0 as the n + 1 order terms

must vanish, that is the coefficients of those terms must equal zero. As a result, P depends

only on t, x,q(n-1) and q*(4-1). Hence, D x.13 = 0 = Pgn = 0 and Pan-1 = O. Repeat

this process until P,x P,qqx q; = 0 Px = 0, pq = 0 and 1j,q, = 0 which proves that

P only depends on t. This proves the first part of the lemma. The second part is similar.

Continue the steps until px P4qx Pg. q; = g (t)F(q, q*) where F (q, q*) E F(4;). The

coefficient of qx and q; must equal zero and so P does not depend on q or q *. Thus,

P,x = g (OF (q, q*) only holds if both sides of the equality are zero and the second statement

of the lemma follows. s

A total divergence operator can also be defined in terms of the total derivative.

For smooth functions F1, F2 E F(37,x) define

Div
2

(F1) = DtPi, D x F2 (2.14)

This operator is used in the definition of a conservation law in Chapter 4.

Associated to each system of PDEs is a differential operator called the Prechet

derivative which linearizes the differential equation by perturbing the dependent variables

and differentiating with respect to the perturbation. Symbolically, the Frechet derivative

of A(t, x,u(n)) is the operator DA obt ained from the equation

DAQ = x, (u eQ)("))
de =0

(2.15)
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for every Q E .F( x). For PDEs that involve two dependent variables, D4 is obtained

from

Ds (Q) = C-L"a(t X (u eQ)(n), (v ER)(n))

R de 6=0
(2.16)

for every Q , R E .T.(4,) The operator DA plays an important role in the symmetry

analysis of PDEs.

Consider the heat equation Litiest(t, x, u(2)) = ut un. The Frechet derivative is

obtained by computing

DaheatQ =
de

tteat(t,x, (u + EQ)(4))
E=0

= (Dt(u + EQ) Dxx (it + eQ))
C=0

(2.17)

(2.18)

= (Dt Dx.)Q (2.19)

for every Q E x) and thus, Da,,, = A D... In this case, the "linearization" is the

equation itself.

The Frechet derivative of the wave equation (2.6) is

Dawaue (QR) = A,ae(t, x, (u + 011), (v + R)(7))

fk(Dt(u + eQ) Dx(v + 1)1

f-,.1,Dt(v + R) Dx (u + EQ)Lo

(Dt Dx)(Q\

D. Dt

6=0
(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

for every Q, R e F(,itx). One can also check that the Frechet derivative of the wave

equation in the form (2.5) is Dawa = At D...



The Frechet derivative of the NLS in the form (2.9) is

DANts (1;*)
d 41,49(4 x, (q + EP)(2) (q* 13*)(2)A

dE VS.NLs(t, x, (q EP)(2), (q* Epo(2)))

16

(2.23)

(1 (2X((q EP)*)2(q + EP) Dxx(q + EP)* + iDt(q + P)*)1,0.

1(2x(q + EP)2(q±P)* Dxx (q + EP) iDt(q (1116.--0 )

22((q*)2

iDt Dxx + 4x lq12

)iDt Dxx ± 4X1q12 ( P
Vis )

2xq 2

(2.24)

(2.25)

for P, P* E mi(nx). Note that just as q* is treated as a second variable, despite its relation

to q, P* is treated as a second separate differential function, despite its relation to P. Thus,

2,c(q*)2
Dismcs =

iDt Dxx + 4x iql2
(2.26)

iDt Dxx + 4x le 2xq2

The nonlinearity of the NLS is evident by the presence of terms in DANts not involving

total derivative operators.
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Chapter 3

Computation of Symmetries

The investigation of a system of PDEs begins with finding the set of transforma-

tions under which its solutions are invariant. This chapter presents a method to determine

the symmetries of a given system of PDEs, using the NLS as an explicit example.

3.1 Symmetries of PDEs

Several definitions and basic results will be given here [25]. Given a manifold G

with a group structure and an operation *, G is a Lie group if * and its inverse are both

smooth functions Gx G. An action of G on a manifold Mc Xx U is a transformation

W:Gx M M (3.1)

whose image in M is denoted W(E, (t, x, u)) , 1 i . The action of G on M satisfies the

properties

W(0, (t, x, u)) = (t, x, (3.2)
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and

'(A, `1'(e, (t, x, u))) = W(A * E, (t, x, u)) (3.3)

for all e, A e G and (t, X, u) E M where 0 E G denotes the identity.

For differential equations, Lie groups act on the graphs of solutions. Specifically,

suppose that f (t, x) is a solution of a system of PDEs A. The orbit of the action 'P on the

graph If of f is

w(rf) { t(e, (t, x, u)) : W E G,V (t, x, E rf}. (3.4)

A transformation W is a symmetry of A if w(rf) C SA whenever rf C SA.

For example, let G = (R, +) and M = X x U. Define an action of G on M by

W(e, (t, x, u)) = (t+e, x, u). The action shifts ru along the t-axis; 'P is a time-translation.

This is a symmetry of solutions to the heat equation, the wave equation and the NLS, as

will be shown in sections 3.2 and 3.3.

The infinitesimal generator of the action kir at (t, x, u) E M is the vector field v

obtained by

c 1 ,
viet,x,u) T= w (t, x,

\\

+ 0- (tde x "
Erm

Er-o

dii
+ Ora(t, x,

6=-0 e=-0

(3.5)

From (3.5), the vector field v can be identified with the differential operator 01+ g +

-9 Oil. The relation between a group action and its infinitesimal generator is the linchpin

of the symmetry approach. Given a vector field, one can compute the action it generates

by solving ODEs.

For instance, the vector field v =tat+Xam-Filan generates an action of the Lie group

(R, +) on X x U. Using a standard technique from differential geometry, one exponentiates
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the vector field to recover the transformation (see [25]). Comparing the coefficients of v

with (3.5) leads to the ODES

dt dx du
t,

de
= x u

de
(3.6)

subject to the initial conditions t(0) = to, x(0) = xo and u(0) = uo. Solving (3.6) gives, as

functions of E,

t(c) = eta, x(c) = tx0, u(e) = tuo. (3.7)

The transformation generated by v is therefore if(c, (to, xo, uo)) = (eto,exe,euo), which

is a scaling transformation.

A function f:XxU U is invariant under the transformation IP generated by

v, meaning

f ('1`(e, (t, x, u)) = f (t, x, (3.8)

for all c E G, if v(f)=0 [25]. For example, observe that if f (t, x, u) sin(ci), then

v(f)= (tat + + u8u)(C. sin()) (3.9)

sineD te-1 sin(I) e cos ara cos(D)
t + x u _0.( x2 u U2

(3.10)

This indicates that Et, x, = e sin(f-i) is invariant under the scaling transformation.

3.2 Methodology

To determine the collection of symmetries of the solutions of a given system of

PDEs, one can determine the generating vector fields by using the fact that

v(f) = 0 =- f(W(c,(t, x, u)) x, u) (3.11)
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and extending this result into the jet space X x U(n). The goal is to find the Lie algebra

of the vector fields which vanish on SA C

A generalized vector field on a space X x t..T with two dependent variables u and v

is a linear combination of the form

v = Eax T at +you +o, (3.12)

where e, r, cp and ti.) are differential functions of (t,x,u(n),v(n)) and n is a positive integer.

Let

vet, = (w eux rut)au + Orb eux 'rvt)av (3.13)

be the evolutionary part of v. Recall from (2.12) and (2.13) that Dx = ax + uxau vrna

and Dt = at +ILA+ vtat. Let

totv = eDx +TA (3.14)

be the divergence part of v. Then it follows that

v = totv v. (3.15)

To determine the effect of the transformation generated by v in gin,s, the vector field must

be extended there. This is done with an operation called prolongation which is defined as

where

pelf = totv prenyv (3.16)

peetvv=_- E Di, ."Dii,(((p 0 Tut)ou,+(mevxrvok) (3.11)
n>p>0

and where I = (i0,...,i2,) is a multi-index. Olver [251 proves the following result.
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Lemma 3 Suppose a system of PDEs A is of maximal rank on S. If G is a local Lie

group of transformations of a system of PDEs A and

prnv(®)

on SA for every infinitesimal generator v of G, then G is a symmetry group of A.

(3.18)

As noted earlier, the heat and wave equations and the NLS each admit time

translation as a symmetry. The infinitesimal generator of this symmetry is the vector field

O. Observe that tot& = Dt, Ot., = that, and prnat = a+ > Pr(-11A, vtavi)
/4/1>o

is a vector field on jtn,x.

To illustrate, consider the heat equation. Applying the prolongation formula gives

prnatAheat = (at + Z Di(ttt)a.r)(ut txx)
1,111>o

= Dt( ut) Dz.(ut)= utt ut.x

which does not equal zero in general. However, on &heat,

(3.19)

(3.20)

prThatAheat = utt + utxx = (uxx)t + utxx, (3.21)

which vanishes if partial derivatives commute.

With the prolongation formula (3.16) in mind, it is not hard to see that a vector

field generates a symmetry if and only if its evolutionary part does. Indeed, on SA, A is

identically zero, and hence the total derivatives with respect to the independent variables

are zero. That is,

prnv(A) = (totv prnvey)(S) = pelvez,(a.) (3.22)
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since totv(S) = (03. r Dt)(S) = 0 on SA. Thus, it is enough to set prnv(A) to zero

to determine which vector fields vet, generate transformations that do, in fact, leave the

solutions SA intact. That is, it is enough to consider vector fields of the form

v = Q(t, x, u(n) , v(n)au + R(t , x, u(n) ,v(tav (3.23)

called evolutionary vector fields and determine the functions Q and R such that (3.22)

vanishes. The pair of differential functions (cA) is referred to as the characteristic of v.

Finding all local symmetries for solutions of a given system of PDEs is therefore

accomplished by finding characteristics of the generating vector fields. For an evolutionary

vector field v, it turns out that

prnv(A) = DAQ (3.24)

where Q (Q) is the characteristic of v and DA is the Rechet derivative (see [25] for details)

This is easily verified for the heat equation, If v = Q0, then

praV(Aheat ) =
>p>0

DIQOurAheat tE Out DxzQ Ouxx) a heat = DA,Q (3.25)

Observe that a, = utOu and the characteristic of v is the differential function ut. It is

easy to check that DAheat = 0 on SAheat. Therefore, A heat is invariant under a time

translation as established using the Frechet derivative. A similar argument holds for the

wave equation.

3.3 Geometric Symmetries of the NLS

The geometric symmetries of a system of PDEs is the set of symmetries generated

by vector fields of the form (3.12) where 72 = L The following result exhibits the method
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used to compute the infinitesimal generators of the local symmetry group. It also highlights

crucial arguments that are important to the proof of Theorem 6 in Chapter 5. In the case

of the NLS, the characteristic in (3.23) will be (EP rather than (f)), as in the transition

from (2.22) to (2.23).

Proposition 4 The group of geometric symmetries of SpNLS is generated by the Lie algebra

spanned by the five vector fields with characteristics given by

( 44'2 2xq lq 2 )

2X4* 1412))

2 (iiqq*)

c: SC)
(-ti(q2 - 2xq 1q12)

Q:, ti(gS' 2xelq12) 24*)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)

(3.30)

Proof. This is proven by direct computation. On SaNLS, for a given Q E

all t-derivatives can be replaced using the NLS (2.9). Thus, it is enough to consider Q E

F(,31). Unless there is room for confusion, Q and Q will be used interchangeably.

Every characteristic Q satisfies

Q _
D ANLs (Q*)

2)((q*)2

_ipt - Dxx + 4X 2

iDt Dxx +4X 1(112

2xq2
(QQ.) =0 (3.31)

on SA NLS' Note that the components are simply conjugates of each other. Hence, it is

enough to consider the second component of (3.31), namely

[D ANL. (Q )] = (iDt + 4x (q12)Q 2xg,2Q.
- Lei*

2

(3.32)
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The Frechet derivative (3.31) involves second-order x-derivatives. The characteristic Q

depends upon t, x, q( 2) and q*(2). It follows that [Dams (121,,)] is a polynomial in q(4) and

q*(4). As in the proof of Lemma 2, beginning with the highest-order terms, each coefficient

can be set to zero, giving information about the form of the characteristic function. Here,

extracting the highest-order term gives

[Dawls (* )] = 91(-2Q ,q;) + R1(t, x, q(3), q*(3))
-9 2

(3.33)

for some function R1 containing all terms of order 3 and less. If this polynomial is to

vanish, the coefficient of q:1 must equal zero. This shows that Q cannot depend on q;.

Thus, Q(t, x, q(2), qt(2)) = Q (t, x, q(2), q*(1)). The defining equation (3.31) now becomes

[DANLs(r)]
2

= (IV ( -2(2142q2 + R2 (t, x, q(3), q*(3)) (3.34)

for some function R2 not depending on quadratic terms involving q3 and s3. Setting the

coefficient of q3*2 to zero shows that Q'42q2
= 0, which brings Q to the form

Q = Q1(t, x, q(1), 4*(1))42 + Q 2(t , x, q(1) q.(1)) (3.35)

for some functions Q and Q2. Substituting (3.35) into (3.31) gives

[ DANLa (Q*)]2 = qa (-2(4121,q1 + Q2,c)) q3D.Qi + R3 (t, x, q(2), q*(2)) (3.36)

for some function R3. From this, g2Q1 g1 QZ gx = 0 which implies that Q2 q* = 0 and

Qiaik = 0. Further, an application of Lemma 2 shows that Q is a function of t alone.

Thus,

Q = Q1(0q2 + Q2(t, x, q(1), q*) (3.37)
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Now, substituting (3.37) into (3.31) gives

[DAy/s (Q,,)] gr4 (-2(22,qq,) Ril (t, X, q(2), q*(2)) (3.38)

for some function R4 not depending on quadratic terms involving q2 and q;'. Setting the

quadratic term coefficient to zero shows that Q2 is linear in qx. Then

Q2 = Q3(t, x, q, q*)qx + Q5(t, x, q,q*)

for some functions Q3 and Q5. Rewriting (3.31) using (3.39) results in

[DANLS Q )1 = q2(Kit,t 2123,qqx 2Q3,x 2Q3,q* q;)±*
2

q; (-2Q3,q * 2Q5,e 2(21X42 + 2QiX42) + R5 (t, x, q( 1) ,q*(1)) (3.40)

(3.39)

for some function R5. This leads in turn to

which imply

Q3,q = 0, Q3,q* = 0, tQi,t 2Q3,x = 0

2Q3,eqx* 2Q5,qt 2Qixq2 + 2QTxq2 = 0

(3.41)

(3.42)

Q3,x = 22Q 1
't

(3.43)

Q5,q* = X42 (QT Q1) (3.44)

Integrating (3.43) and (3.44) yields

Q3=
2

Q1, t+ Q6 (t)

x42 Q1),7*
Qt(t,

q).

for some functions Q6 and Q. The characteristic therefore has the form

(3.45)

(3.46)

Q = Qt(t)42 + (Q6(t) Q i,t)q. + X42(Qi Ch)q* + Q7 (t , x, q). (3.47)



Returning to (3.32),

[DANES (Q*
2

)1 = q2(-4xq*(QI + Q1) 2Q7,qq) R6 (t, x, q01, el))

26

(3.48)

for some function R6 not depending on quadratic terms involving qx and 4. Because Q7

does not depend on q* and Qt +Qi = 2 Re Q1, then Qi must be purely imaginary and Q7 is

linear in q. Let Q7 = Q8(t, x)q Q9(t, x) for some functions Q8 and (26. This information

gives

[DANES (QQ*)] = 2Q8,x) +4(2xq2(Q; Q6)) + R7(t, x, q, q*) (3.49)

for some function R7. As Q6 Q6 = 2i Im Q6, the coefficient of qx* requires Q6 to be real.

Also,

6,t Ql,tt 2(28,x = 0 (3.50)

which implies

X2

' 2Q8 =
8

Q1 tt L
'

Q6 t + Qw(t)

for some function Q10. The form of the characteristic currently is

Q = Qi(t)q2+ (4x-Qi,t + Q6 (t))qx

-X2 ix(-8 Wit 2
Q6,t Q10 (t))q + (26 (1, 2) Xqq* (QT. (21).

(3.51)

(3.52)

Observe that no unknown functions involving q or q* remain. The defining equations (3.31)

become

[DANES (Q* )1 = q2 4* HXDt(Qt Q1) + 2X(Q10 +Q10))

x2 ix

q2(29 q*2Q6 2Q 6 ,t + Q10(0) + 21")

(3.53)
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Setting (3.53) to zero immediately shows that Q9 vanishes identically. The coef-

ficient of q gives
2ix iX
a(Q1) 2

Dt
2
Q6 + DM° (t) +

4
1 Qi

'
tt = 0. (3.54)

Here, the coefficients of x must vanish as the unknown function depend only on t. Thus,

which imply

MCI3 = 0, *26 = 0 (3.55)

Ql = i(c1t2 + ct + c3) (3.56)

Q6 = e7t es (3.57)

where c1,c2, c3,c7 and c8 are all real constants. Moreover,

First,

1
iDtQl9(t) +

4
Q3

'
tr = 0

iXpt (QT Qi) 2X(Clio Qin) = 0.

DtQlo (t) = Q1,u =
i c1
(2ic1) = f21 Q30 = c4

where c4 E C. From equation (3.58)

(3.58)

(3.59)

(3.60)

iX(Dt(2i Im Qt) ± 4x Re Qto = iX(Dt(2i(cit2 czt c3)) + 4x Re( c4) (3.61)

= 2x(2cit + c2) + 4x Re(2 t c4) = 0 (3.62)

which implies

6xc1t 22(c2 + 4x Re c4 = 0 r c1 = 0 (3.63)

C2
Rec4

2
(3.64)
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The imaginary part of c4 is arbitrary; call it c5.

Combining the results of the calculation gives the general form of a characteristic

satisfying (3.31). Hence,

C2Q = i(c2t + ca)qz + (czt + +
2
cznx + ( 2 + ic5

x
2

c7)q 2ixq2q* (c2t + c3). (3.65)

Each coefficient of a constant is a characteristic function for an infinitesimal generator of a

local symmetry of the NLS. For example, let c2 = 1 and set the rest of the constants to

zero to obtain the characteristic itq2 + iqx 2q 2ixq2q*t = tqt + 2q= zq which is the

characteristic for the scaling vector field for solutions of the NLS. Similarly, the coefficient

of the constant c8 gives qx which is the xtranslation.

The local group of transformations generated by the vector fields obtained in

Proposition 4 may be computed by exponentiating each vector field. For instance, the

characteristic ( jiggs) represents v =i(qaq q* air.) which generates the transformation

111(c, (t, x, q, q*)) = (t, x, ) (3.66)

and which is a symmetry of solutions of the NLS.

The symmetry generated by the vector field with characteristic (3.29) is a Galilean

boost tg which represents a boost into a moving coordinate frame. Explicitly,

tP (e, (t, x, q, q*)) = t x et
c2t 2cx

4
, t x Et)

4

2cx
+ q* (t, x + Et)) (3.67)q( , + c2t

for every real number e in some neighborhood containing zero.
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Chapter 4

Finding Conservation Laws

This chapter defines conservation laws, gives examples and outlines a method of

determining conservation laws for a given system of PDEs

Quantities such as mass and energy that remain unchanged for solutions of a

system of PDEs are said to be conserved. Such quantities can often be observed. For

instance, the wave equation in one dimension models the motion of an infinitesimal piece

of a vibrating string. As the string vibrates, the mass of the piece of string is unchanged.

Mass can then be represented as the definite integral of a density function. The rate of

change of the integral's value over time is zero, which expresses conservation of mass in

mathematical terms. For general PDEs, conservation laws are mathematical statements

showing that conserved quantities are divergence free. Finding the conserved quantities

that are not easily observable is an important goal.

A related notion to that of symmetries is that of a differential invariant, a function

that is constant under a given transformation. Given the transformation group from the
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last chapter, one could piece together all differential invariants for each transformation. A

good question is how close the set of differential invariants is to the set of conservation laws.

4.1. Definitions

A conservation law of a system of PDEs A with m independent variables is a

smooth m-component differential function P, whose components each belong to ./(14),

such that DivP = 0 on Szs,. If a system of PDEs consists of 1 equations, then a

characteristic of the conservation law P of A is an /-component differential function Q

such that

Q A = DivP (4,1)

where the product is defined to be Q A = E Qkzik and equation (4.1) must hold identi-
k=1

cally regardless of being on the solution set Sp. In the case of two independent variables,

P =(1), T is called the conserved density and X is the corresponding flux.

Observe that the order of P, which is the order of the highest-order derivative

appearing in P, and the order of Q are related. Moreover, P and Q are not unique.

Determining all such P and Q for a given system is a challenging problem.

4.2 Criterion for Conservation Law Characteristics

Let Tc(f4r) be the subset of .F(x) consisting of differential functions with

compact support, meaning ones which vanish outside some compact set. The adjoint
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operator of the Frechet derivative is the operator DI satisfying the equation

(DAM, dtdx = I (M,DSN)dtdx (4.2)

for every M, N E (4s) over a large enough open domain 52 C r z, where (M, N) = M N.

To determine the adjoint of the Frechet derivative of the heat equation, let M, N e

ic(...nre) and compute

JsZ
(DAheatM)N)dtdx = f ((Dt D,x)M, N) dtdx = i (N DtM ND=M)dtdx (4.3)

Q n

= NMIn L QDtNdtdx NDxMlil + 1 DzM DzNdtdx (4.4)
o Q

f MDtNdtdx+ DxNDxMin f MDMdtdx (4.5)
n

f
= f (M,(Dt Dxx)N) dtdx = i (M, Eeiheat N) dtdx. (4.6)f

0

Notice that for each integration by parts, the boundary terms go to zero for SZ large enough,

as M, N and their derivatives are of compact support. Observe that DAheat D*Aheat.

For the wave equation, a similar computation shows

(DpwaveM, N) dtdx = f N(DttM DxxM)dtdx
sz

= f M(DttN L4xN)dtdx

(4.7a)

(4.7b)

for 12 large enough to ensure that the boundary terms go to zero. Hence, DLave =

Dtt Dn. This shows that DLaw, = DAwave.

To determine the adjoint of the Frechet derivative of the NLS, consider differential
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functions P, Q E ,F,(,74) and compute

L (I) L s (;) (61*)) dtdx
(4.8)

(2x(q*)2P + (iDt Dxx + 4X1412)P*) (Q)) dtdx (4.9)
fsz ( (iDt Dxx + 4x 1q12)P +2xq2P*)' \Q*

P (2X(e)2Q + (iDt Dxx + 4X lqi2)(2*)) dtdx (4.10)
LK(p*),(_ipt_D.x+ 4x1q12)Q + 2xq2Q*

( (;)'
2X(e)2

Sz iDt Dxx + 4X kr

iDt Dxx ± 4x le

2xq2
(62Q *)) dtdx

(4.11)

where CZ is large enough to ensure each boundary term goes to zero. The adjoint of the

operator DA-NLS is

/
DIANLS (Qs) =

2X(4* )2

2Dt Dxx 4X1q12

)tiDt D xx + 4X 1912

2xq2

(4.12)

Observe that DANLS = DINLSI which shows that the Frechet derivative of ANLS is self-

adjoint. Systems of differential equations whose Frechet derivative is self-adjoint are said

to satisfy the Helmholtz conditions [251.

The calculus of variations examines extrema of integral functions. A differential

operator arises in this context that is very useful in determining conservation laws. Let

E (Eu) (Ein>o(Dhavi (4.13).E) \E1 I>0(D)ra,)

be the Euler operator E: T(,74) .FP(4x), where (D)rk. = (Dh)(Di2)

, .FP(4s) is the Cartesian product of p copies of ,F(J4), and p is the

number of dependent variables. Notice that the Euler operator is linear. For instance, if
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L = uvt uxxxv2, then

(Eu(LY\ (Ou(uut uxxxv2) + (uvt uxxxv2))) + (Dx)3(v2)
E(.0

Eu(L)) av(uvt uxxxv2) Dt(uvt uxxxv2) 2vuxxx Dtu

(4.14)

Another example will be helpful in Chapter 5. Let n be a natural number and compute

Eq(') ()a(D.AJ)44) ((-1)8D7xV) (Firgisn). (4.15)
E(6/71;) = (4, (iincit) j(_Djaq,ognq; _Don \ grit )

One property of the Euler operator is that its kernel is composed entirely of diver-

gences [25]. That is, over a simply connected domain,

E(G) = 0 .(=> G = DivP (4.16)

for some smooth differential function P. For example,

+ ux2 vxxv vs2)) (0)
E(uxxu + ux2 vxxv vx2)

Ev(uxxu +14 vxxv 0

indicating that

(4.17)

uxxu +14 vxxv ;02 = DivG (4.18)

for some differential function G. Notice that with only x-derivatives involved, the operator

Div becomes Ds and G has only one component. It is easy to see that

Div(uxu vxv) = Dx(uxu vxv) = uxxu + ux2 vxxv vx2. (4.19)

For the product of F,G Zw), the Euler operator behaves according to the

rule

E(F G) = D*FG + D'6F (4.20)
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where DI. and DG are the adjoints of DF and DG, respectively [25]. Applying the Euler

operator to (4.1) and using (4.16) lead to

0 = E(DivP) = E(Q A) D'aA. (4.21)

If (4,21) is restricted to SA, then DaA = 0 as A vanishes identically on S. Thus,

IT2s. Q = 0 if Q is a characteristic of a conservation law P. This gives a necessary, but not

sufficient, condition that a characteristic must satisfy to give rise to a conservation law. In

other words, candidates for characteristics of conservation laws are obtained by finding Q

such that D*AQ = 0 on SA.

The characteristic Q of any conservation law of the heat equation will satisfy

D*Aheat Q = DtQ Dx,Q = 0 (4.22)

on Spi.t. It can be shown that only constant functions satisfy (4.22). Indeed,

Then

Div (ux) = 1 (ut un), (4.23)

Div ( unD dx = 1:(Dtu + Dx(ux))dx = Dt ludx + f (ux)dx = 0 (4.24)
ar

by the divergence theorem, over any interval I for x. The integral b udx represents thermal

energy and the integral far(ux)dx represents the flux of heat across the boundary of I, by

Fourier's law [16]. Equation (4.24) is the conservation of thermal energy, the foundation

of deriving the heat equation.

For the wave equation, the differential function ut is a characteristic of a conser-

vation law. Computing

d
Da,,eut = (Dtt Dxx)ut = -cii(utt un) = 0 (4.25)



on SAwave. Observe that

Integrating (4.26) gives

ut(utt nix
(

= Dive Cut
2 _L

m ux)2)).uxut

35

(4.26)

Dt
/1 (u ux2)dx + Dx uxutdx = 0. (4.27)

/ 2

which represents the change of the total energy of the vibrating string with time [16].

4.3 The First-order Conservation Laws of the NLS

The characteristic Q of any local conservation law of the NLS must satisfy

DPNL, cis) = 0 (4.28)

on 8,a, NLS Because D'XNLs DANLs the issue of finding conservation law characteristics

reduces to checking the characteristics obtained in Proposition 4.

Proposition 5 The characteristics of the local conservation laws of the NLS corresponding

to the geometric symmetries are linear combinations of

\:O/ *)
(Qc17)

(4
;),

(Q2) (at) ( i(qx. 2m1q12)2

ql 2xq* (4l2)/

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)
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Proof. This is proven by displaying the associated conservation laws. One can

verify the following:

qq* iq
Div

i(44; qxq*)) iq*) A N LS

iqxq* qx)Div (
qxx

=
%
, ANLSIe qlqx 1412) (

igi 4

Div (
-qtC

(qt) NLS
4qx) qr

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.35)

thus verifying that equations (4.29)-(4.31) are characteristics of conservation laws of the

NLS. In addition, (4.32) is a characteristic of the infinitesimal generator of the Galilean

boost and

Div (G (A*Nis

W; (ONES/

where G i1q12 tiq;q: and H = t(-1qxl2 ± X iql4 + iq1q) (qq; qxq*) qq*

(4.36)

The scaling symmetry from Proposition 4 is a different matter. The scaling

transformation has a characteristic function given by

(Qse (ti(q. 27(q1412) iqx
Vi(ql`x 2X4* 1g12) iq; lq*/

Calculation shows that

where

and

(91 (ANLSA:CILs) DtR + Dx8

i ixR =tq*qxx 1q12 2qxq; xt1q14

S = l4xI2
2 2
+1 + -IL(4q eqx)- X

2
lql4

2 4*4t t(4t4; qxte)

(4.37)

(4.38)

(4.39)

(4.40)

= x I4j4 + lqx12 + 2 (q;q est). (4.41)
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The function L is called the Lagrangian function of the NLS. Applying the Euler operator

to equation (4.38) leads to

1 1
E(DtR D.8 2L)=

2
E(L)

which is nonzero in general. Direct computation shows

E(L) (Er

(4.42)

(4.43)

Hence, equation (4.42) only vanishes on solutions of the NLS (see [15] and [22]). Thus,

equation (4.38) shows that not every symmetry characteristic corresponds to a conservation

law with the scaling symmetry being a well-known example.
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Chapter 5

Main Result

The aim of this chapter is to prove that the known list of conservation laws of the

NLS is complete.

First, it will be shown that every characteristic function satisfying (4.28) must be

linear in its highest-order term. Second, to be a conservation law characteristic, the leading

coefficient must be real or imaginary, depending on the parity of the characteristic's order.

Third, a recursion operator is used to produce a sequence of characteristics, one of each

order. Fourth, an argument based on the order is then used to conclude that the sequence

(1.6), together with the density corresponding to the Galilean boost, forms the complete

list of densities of local conservation laws of the NLS.

5.1 Conservation Law Characteristics

To attack the problem of finding conservation laws of the NLS, the characteristics

are sought. Following the methods used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the form of any
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conservation law characteristic is determined.

The first task is to prove that any characteristic of a conservation law for the NLS

not dependent upon t- derivatives is quasi-linear, meaning linear in its highest-order term

with constant coefficient. Every characteristic of a conservation law for the NLS necessarily

satisfies equation (4.28). The following theorem is a statement regarding the form of such

a function.

Theorem 6 If Q E Itrx) is a differential function, not dependent upon t-derivatives,

satisfying equation (4.28) and n > 6, then Q is quasi-linear.

Proof. Every characteristic must satisfy

2X(e)2

iDt Dxx + 4X11712

D"
(Q

ONLS Q*)

on SANLs,

)iDt Dxx + 4X iql2

2xq2

(2x(q*)2Q + (iDt D. + 4X lqi2)Q* [D*A

(int + 4X14(2)Q + 2xeQ*
pas(&)11) =0 (5.1)

This leads to a conjugate pair of equations involving complex polynomials.

Focusing on the second component

= i(C1,q (ign+2 ...) (2 ,q; (iqn+2 ..) ..)

(qn+2Q,qn q442(1,4, ...)+

qa*-(2( ) + Rl (t, x, q(u+1), q*(71+1) (5.2)

for some function Rj. Equation (5.2) must vanish on solutions. Thus, the coefficient

q*+2 must be equal to zero, showing that Q does not depend on qn. Now, equation (5.1)

becomes

[1:YANLs (Q*) ] qn2 4-1.(-2(19,q) R1(t, X q(n-1-1), en+1)) (5.3)
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for some function R1 not dependent on 4112+1. The coefficient of the quadratic term of order

n +1 is therefore Q ,qmqn. Setting this coefficient to zero shows that Q is linear in qn. Thus,

Q = q
(n-1), qA(n -1))qn Q2(t, q*(n-1))

for some functions Q1 and Q2. Applying DXNEs to (5.4) leads to

(5.4)

[DQ \1
*ANins cw) = qn+1(-2DxQi) +4_1(-2(114_, 2Q2,4_i) +R2(t, X, q(n) , en)) (5.5)

for some function R2* Setting the coefficient of qn+i to zero implies that DxQi. = 0. By

Lemma 2, Qi is a function of t alone.

Observe that (5.5) forces 2Q2,4_1 to be zero, also. The Frechet derivative applied

to Q results in

[IYANLs (QQ.)] = ii;(t, X, q(n) , en)) (5.6)

for some function R2 not dependent on quadratic terms involving qn . The coefficient of

qn2 must be zero and so Q2,g,t_iqn_i must vanish. Thus, Q2 is linear in qn_2 meaning that

there are functions Q2 and Q3(t, x, q(11-2), q*("1-2)) such that

Q = Qi(t)qn + + Q3 (t, X, q(n-2),
q*(n-2)). (5.7)

Recomputing the Frechet derivative applied to (5.7) gives

[DANES ( (2)] = 2qgxq2(QI Qi) q,,,_1122,4_2)

+ qn(K21,t 2.13wQ 2) + R3(t, x, q(n-1) q*(n-1)),

for some function R3 (t, x, q(n-1), q*(n-1)), providing

DxQ2 = Qi,t

Q (Qt Q1).

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)



Integrating (5,9)

for some function

Q

Applying DANLs

gives

Q4(t). The

= Ql(t)qn+ (Q4(t)

to (5.12) produces

D*ZINLS Q*
[ (

Q

Q2 = Q4(t)

general characteristic is now
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(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

Q4,tx)4, + Q3 (t, q(-4-2), q*(n-2)),

2
= Q34=-24n-2 462-1 + R4(t, x, q(4-1), en-1))

for some R4(t, x, el-1), q*(n-1 ) not depending on qL1. Thus, Q3,/_29._2 = 0 which gives,

using equation (5.10)

Q3 = X92(Qi Q1)4-2 + Q6471-2 + Q7 (5.14)

for some Q6(t, X, Vn-3),q*("3)) and Q7(t, x,q(11-3), q4-3)). The characteristic is now

Q = Qi(t)su+ (Q4 xe(QT. - Qi)4_2+ Q6q7,_2 Q. (5.15)

Applying DANts to (5.15) gives

ix

[WisAiLs (r?*)] = q't'i-1(2Xq2(Q1 Q4 + (Q1`,t + Ql,t))
2

4xm((n 1)91 Qt) 2qn-2Qs,qn_3 2Q7,4_3)

qni(-4nxQiDx lq12 i(Q4,t .;-(21,tt) 2D,,Q6)

R4(t, x, q(n-2), q*(0-2)) (5.16)

for some function R4(t,x,q(n-2),q*(n-2)). The coefficients of and qm_i must both be

zero which leads to

Q6 = -2X7tQl 1412
X

w
2

4,t 8 i,tt + Qs (t) (5.17)



and

2x92(Q:

for

Applying

Q4 +

some function

Q

D*ains

D*ANLs n[
`V

;(Qtt Qiit)) - 4xqqx((n 1)Qi+ 11,2Q 6,q,3 2E17 ,g"3

Q8 (t). The general characteristic is now

= Qi(t)qn + 4
2

Ql,tx)4n-1 + xq2 (Qt (204_2

x2
(-2XnQ1 11712 44,t ± Qs (t))gri_2 +Q7.

to (5.19) yields

--= qn2-2Q7,qn_aqn_a + qn*2_2Q7,c_3qn* + R4(t, x, q(n-2), q*(n-2))
2
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(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)

for some function 1Z4 not depending on qn2_, *2
2 or gm- 2' The coefficients of q?.2 and qa."2 2

must each be zero and hence,

Q7,q,,_3q_3 = 0 = Q7,q;:_3q;L3.

Combining the information in (5.18) and (5 21) results in

Q7 = ( -2x((n 1)Q1 Qi)qqx + Xq2 (Q: Q +
ix

(Qi,t + Q 1,t)))(1,1-3

Q9(t, x, q(n-4), q*(n-4) ,)47n_
3 1- Q10(t, x, (P-4) tr(n-4))

(5.21)

(5.22)

for some functions Q9(t, x,q(n -4),q*(n-4)) and Qth(t, x, q(n-4), q*(n-4)) The characteristic

is now of the form

Q = Q1(t)4n + (Q4 .;*=(21,tx)qn-1 + (Q1

+ (-2xnQ 1412 lijxQ4,t cQi,tt + Qs(0)q,2

ix
(-2x((n. 1)(21 + ()Dm Xq2 (Q: Q4 + z (Q1,t + Ql,t)))4t-3

+ Q9 (t, x, q(n-4) , q*(n-4))qn_3 + Qw(t, x, q(n-4) , en-4)). (5.23)



Application of D*ANts to (5.23) yields

[D*Afas ci.)] = qn_2(D.(2xix(n 1)Qi,t 1q12

xn(n 1)Q1Dx 1412 2X(n 1)Q4Dx 1q12)

DxQ5 2ixQi,t 1q12) R5(t, x, g(n-3), g*(n-2))

for some function R5(t, x,q(n-3), q*(n -2)). Thus,

43

(5.24)

Dx(2xix(n 1)(21,t 1412 xn(n 1)Q1Dx1q12 (5.25)

2x(n 1)Q4Dx 1412 (29) 2ix(11,t 1412 = 0. (5.26)

By the second part of Lemma 2, equation (5.25) implies

2iX(21,t 1412 = 0 > Qi,t = 0 (5.27)

which proves the theorem for n > 5.

For n < 5, the resulting characteristics are known (see, for instance, [24] and [36]).

Corollary 7 Every conservation law characteristic of order greater than or equal to 6 is

equivalent to a characteristic of the form

Q(t, x, q(m) , q*(n)) = cnqn + R(t x, q(71-1) (1*(76-1)) (5.28)

for some constant cn E C and some function R E .1(4-1). If n is even, then cm is

imaginary. If n is odd, then ci, is real.

Proof. Suppose that Q E .1(ja.n) is an nth-order conservation law characteristic

of the NLS, not dependent upon t-derivatives. By Theorem 6, the characteristic can be



written as in (5.28). The product of the characteristic and the NLS is

(QQ,,) NLS = enqn(ig;
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) 4* (tot qxx) + S (t , x, q(n-1) , q*(n-1)) (5.29)

where S(t, x, q(n-1) , q*(n-1)) involves terms containing lower-order derivatives of q and q*.

In particular, no t-derivatives appear in S. Application of the Euler operator to (5.29)

gives

E(cmcm(iq: 4m) + e1.47*1(i4t qxx) S (t , x,q(ni) eni.)))

qxx) + (iqt qxx) + S (t , x,q(n-1) q*(71-1)))\

qls) + qxx) + S(t, x , q(Th I) q*(n-1)))

cm(-1)Th (Dniql Driql`x) + E q(S (t, x, q(n -1) , q*(n-1)))

cti(iptqn -1:31n) Cig-1)71(Dniqt Dnqxx) E q* (S (t x, q(74-1) en-1)))

((4 +cm(-1)n)ig:,+qzx(-4 Ca(-1)n) Eq(S (t, x, q(71-1),q*(n-1)))

(en en(l)n)2:4tn + eg-1)n) + Eq* (S(t, 0-1), en-i)))) (5.30)

Equation (5.30) must vanish if the product (e.) . AN LS is a divergence, in other words, a

conservation law. In particular, the coefficients of the t-derivatives must vanish. Thus,

if n is even, then 4 + c,, = 2Re an = 0, whence ca is imaginary. If n is odd, then

4 cm = 2ti Im cn = 0 showing that an is real, a

A recursion operator for the NLS (see [5]) is

Yn+1 = n{i/n} 2ixq + q* y,i)dx. (5.31)

Here, q solves the NLS (2.9) and (Y:1) satisfies (5.1) and the integral is treated as an operator.

Let yo = iq. Then

ill = R{vo} = qx

Y2 = R{Yi} = iqxx 2xiq1(112

(5.32)

(5.33)
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which agree with characteristics Qi and Q2 in Proposition 4. Applying R to y2 produces

43 = RiY21 = 43 6X4 (412 (5.34)

Y4 = 'R{M} i44 8xigsw, Ig12 2tiXq2C + 6iXeq* 4ixq lqx12 6ix2q1q14 . (5.35)

By induction, a formula for the characteristics may be given along these lines:

Yn+1= Rn{Yl} = (iax)Thqx > (iax)nm(-2ixqf S(n)dx), (5.36)
m=1

Hence, the recursion operator produces the sequence ofwhere 8(m) = eyre gy,*,.

characteristics yo, one for each order.

For Qi, Q2 E r(4x), define an equivalence relation via

Q1 Q2 < > (Q1 Q2)ISAS O.

Now, form the set of equivalence classes containing 1dm, namely

[yn] = {Q E F(Z.): Q y,}

(5.37)

(5.38)

producing the set {[yo], [ym]...}. There is exactly one equivalence class for each Tt > 3

because the leading term of each such yr, is of order n. This is false for the cases n < 2, in

which Qg and Q3 result in additional characteristics for orders 1 and 2, respectively.

Claim 8 Every nth-order characteristic function of a conservation law satisfying (4.28) is

equivalent to a linear combination of Qg ,..05 y1, , Y7I"

Proof. To show that any characteristic can be expressed as a linear combination

of {Q9, Q30, yo, y1, YR}, a descent argument will be used. Let R E .F(114). Note that

on SANts there is an equivalent R E .F(,7xn) obtained by replacing time derivatives using
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(2.9). By Theorem 6, there is a constant an, such that R - anyn is of order n - 1. A

constant an_i is then chosen such that R - any!, an-tYn-i is of order n 2 and so on

until R 3 a,y, is of order at most two. The low-order characteristics are given in

Proposition 5. Hence, there exist real constants am ae, al and a2 such that

ii_Eaiyi.agQ9+0/0(20+ alQi + a2Q2.
i=s

Using these, one writes

n

R -R
i=3

where ai E C for i 3,

(5.39)

aiYi asQg + aeQ0 + aiQi + a2Q2 (5.40)

5.2 Conservation Laws of the NLS

Recall from (1.6) that the sequence of known conservation laws have conserved

densities P,, q*wn where

tun = + Xq

and w1 = q. Induction shows that

Pn+i = q*(- i0x)nq q* (--iax)iXq*

UkWn-/-k

WkWn-/--k,

(5.41)

(5.42)
/.1.0 k=

for n > 2. Note that P.+1 only depends upon spatial derivatives and has order n Each

Pn+1 is a conserved density and has a related flux Xn+1 of order n+ 1 that is determined

by the equation

Div
(P+1) = DtPn+1+ DrXri±i = 0
X.+1

(5.43)
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on SANLs. Hence, for each order n, there is one conservation law (xP7) for each member of

sequence (1.6).

A conservation law is trivial if there exist functions M1, M2 G .F(,74) such that

and

Aft = M2 (5.44)

) k,DtM2
(5.45)

on SANDs Define two conservation laws to be equivalent if their difference is trivial. Form

the set of equivalence classes by letting

{ (XP j i {CO (MN) Gin) M N E 7(17x)} (5.46)

There is exactly one equivalence class for each n.

Olver proves (with some regularity conditions) that there is a one-to-one corre-

spondence between the set of equivalence classes of conservation laws of a system of PDEs

and the set of equivalence classes of characteristic functions of conservation laws (see Ap-

pendix B) [25]. For each order 71 > 3, there is therefore exactly one equivalence class of

the form (5.38) and one equivalence class of the form (5.46). This proves Theorem 1 which

states:

The sequence (1.6) together with i 1q12 tiqZq forms a complete list of the densities

of the local conservation laws of the NLS (2.9).
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary

The main result of this dissertation is Theorem 1 which states that the known

list of local conservation laws of the NLS is complete. The results of this dissertation are

summarized by the following remark.

Remark 9 If {in,} is any sequence of conserved densities of local conservation laws of the

NLS, then there exist constants Ag, A1, , An, such that

Du AgG AiPi (6.1)

where G is the density corresponding to the characteristic (4.32) and Pi is a member of the

sequence (1.6).
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6.2 Further Questions

It is desirable to have a general formula for the characteristics, not involving the

integral operator as in (5.36). Direction calculation does not produce a formula and the

use of Olver's equivalence theorem is necessary. This result will be available soon.

The Davey-Stewartson equation is accepted as a two-dimensional analogue of the

NLS [14 The Davey - Stewartson equation possesses a Backlund transformation (see [18])

and hence, is integrable. Determining a new conserved quantity or proving that no new

conservation laws of the Davey-Stewartson equation exist would shed light on the nature of

the phenomena it models. The methods of symmetry analysis employed in this paper will

be used to answer these questions in a future publication.
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Appendix A

Known Sequences

Many methods have been used to generate the conserved densities of the NLS.

Notable examples are briefly shown to be equivalent to the sequence (1.6).

i) Ablowitz, Segur, Newell and Kaup [2] and Konno Sanuki and Ichikawa [23]

derive (1.6) via the inverse scattering transform. This expresses the evolution equation as

an eigenvalue problem written as

/ i( q
49v = v (A.1)

r iC

( A B
ow= v (A.2)

C A1
for some A, B and C functions of t, x, C. Requiring integrability (that is, commutivity of



partial derivatives) gives

Am rC + gB =, 0

Cx 2gC rt 2rA 0

Bx 2gB + gt + 2qA = 0.

51

(A.3)

The remarkable fact is that these equations are exactly those obtained as the pull-back of

the Maurer-Cartan form on SL(2,R) where q = i((x) [10]. Further connections between

the NLS and Lie algebra s[2(R) are examined by Ratiu, Flaschka and Newell [29] and Terng

and Ulenbeck [32]. An asymptotic expansion in for the sequence of densities follows from

where

which leads to

E f.
(220n

, 1 ,
fm+1 = ram ;J:nt +

00

(A.4)

fkfi, fi = jr12 (A.5)

(20nCr, = I fThdx. (AM)

One can follow [23], which gives a general format. Clearly, P1 = fl. Further,

1
enPn+i fn +1 = engsuin+1 raxfm + fk (A.7)

Let r = q* and the formulas match when x = 1 and cri

ii) Kodoma and Mikhailov [21] use a recursion operator to generate a sequence of

generalized symmetries. Explicitly,

() (Knm_1)
tax m

V* ) VC-1)1
( 2q 5 g*Ici_i + gK:`,_i 2g 5 g*Kn_i + gK,'_1

2q 5 g*Kn_i 2g* 5 g*Ifn_i +

(A.8)
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Two sequences are given there; only one is local. Notice that AIRA
-"NLS

R (see (531))

and choosing (k.°,) = (-2q *) gives

(Kn (K0\ On).
VC,1)

(A.9)

iii) Pritula and Vekslerchik [271 use a functional representation of the AKNS

hierarchy (a generalization of the NLS) involving q, r and ( to produce J(t,() = q(t

inr(t), a generating function for the conserved densities of

iqt + qx, + 2rq2 = 0 (A.10)

-art +rxx + 2qr2 = 0.

These are obtained from (A.3) via A = -2/4 irq, B = -iqx and C = irx. Taking

J = Ene. 0 , the resulting sequence is

tin= qr, J1= qxr and ja+1 = rax7
1=0

Let Jk = q*ik and r = -q* to see that the recurrence relation becomes

72-1

q*111+1 = -ft.% E = q*(-Oxin
I =0 z=o

Letting in = iwn gives sequence (1.6).

A-1-1)

(A.11)

(A.12)
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Appendix B

Olver's Theorem

The following definitions are given by Olver [25]. A system of PDEs is in Ko-

valeskaya form if it can be written as

e t = ra x, q(n) q *(Th)), a = 1, 2 (13.1)

where Fa (t, x, q("), q*(n)) are analytic functions. A system is said to be locally solvable if for

prescribed initial conditions a smooth solution satisfying equation (B.1) in a neighborhood

of every point exists. A noncharacteristic direction to ANLS is a vector w such that the

matrix ji, w, is nonsingular at (xo, fa,Cin)). A system A is said to be normal if it

has at least one noncharacteristic direction. A system of PDEs is totally nondegenerate if

it and all its prolongations are of maximal rank and locally solvable.

Olver proves the following theorem [25].

Theorem 10 For a totally nondegenerate, normal system of PDEs, two conservation laws

are equivalent if and only if their characteristics are.
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By definition, the NLS is in Kovaleskaya form. A theorem given by Olver states

that a system of DEs is normal if and only if it is transformable into a system in Kovaleskaya

form. Hence, the NLS are normal. Olver gives another theorem: An analytic system with

the same number of equations as dependent variables is totally nondegenerate if and only

if it is normal. The equation (2.9) has two dependent variables q and q* and therefore the

NLS are totally nondegenerate. This establishes the following result.

Lemma 11 The NLS is a totally nondegenerate, normal system of PDEs.
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